Tacky cyclic olefin copolymer: a biocompatible bonding technique for the fabrication of microfluidic channels in COC
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Cyclic olefin copolymer (COC) is widely used in microfluidics due to its UV-transparency, its biocompatibility and high chemical resistance. Here we present a fast and cost-effective solvent bonding technique, which allows for the efficient bonding of protein-patterned COC structures. The bonding process is carried out at room temperature and takes less than three minutes. Enzyme activity is retained upon bonding and microstructure deformation does not occur.

Introduction

Cyclic olefin copolymer (COC) is a well suited material for microfluidic applications due to its numerous advantageous characteristics such as good biocompatibility,1 low water absorption properties, good chemical resistance2 and high transparency in the deep UV range.3 UV transparent channel walls allow for the utilization of UV initiators such as benzophenone and its derivatives which are widely used for microfluidic western blotting4 and polymerization inside microfluidic channels, often to achieve varying surface properties by graft polymerization5 or polymerization of hydrogels.6 As a material for replication COC is used for the production of microfluidic chips7 for instance for lab-on-a-chip systems to analyse parameters like blood gas, glucose or lactate concentration8 or for the determination of the haematocrit level.9

The immobilization of proteins inside microfluidic channels is becoming increasingly important for the production of microchannel enzyme reactors and microfluidic immunoassays. Numerous immobilization strategies for the immobilization of biomolecules inside microfluidic chips have been reported, see Kim and Herr for a review on the subject.10 For assay chips that detect several analytes at a time (multiplexed assays) or assays that require distinct reaction, washing and mixing zones (multistep assays or reactors), the spatially directed immobilization of biomolecules or molecular patterns is essential. Microcontact printing (μCP)11,12 and photo-initialized immobilization13 are the most common methods for generating protein patterns inside microfluidic channels. To facilitate washing steps it can be advantageous to seal the channel after photo-immobilization of the biomolecules on the inner channel surface. To seal microfluidic channels with a biomolecular-functionalyzed surface the bonding process needs to be executed under mild conditions to prevent biomolecule degradation. An ideal biocompatible bonding technique for biochemical applications thus has to ensure that the following criteria are met: (1) exposure of only one substrate to the solvent, i.e. the sealing lid without immobilized biomolecules on the surface, (2) prevention of protein degradation by applying only low temperatures during bonding (3) creation of bonds with high optical clarity to ensure the excellent optical properties of COC are retained e.g., for in-channel analysis or consecutive photo-polymerizations. Exposing only one substrate also avoids the problem of microstructure deformation upon bonding.14 Several COC bonding methods have been reported so far. The most important methods are thermal fusion bonding and solvent bonding.14 Thermal fusion bonding requires heating of the COC substrates above the Tg value, which causes immobilized biomolecules to denature and is therefore not generally a biocompatible method. Solvent bonding on the other hand combines the advantages of a low temperature process with high optical bond clarity. Several solvents have been reported for the use in solvent bonding of COC such as cyclohexane,15 methylecyclohexane,2 toluene,16 anisole/heptane16 and ethanol/decalin.17 Some techniques require the exposure of just the lid15,18 or both the lid and the channel19 structures to the solvent, some need special equipment like hydraulic presses17,19 application of high process pressures or additional heating during pressing.2,17,18,20 Although high process pressure and high process temperature increase the strength of COC/COC bonds they cannot be used if ligands such as...
enzymes or antibodies have previously been immobilized on the substrates.

In this paper we present a COC solvent bonding technique that allows for biocompatible room temperature bonding of protein-patterned COC, requires no additional equipment and produces bond strength well above 744 kPa. We show that our method is compatible with biomolecules such as proteins immobilized on the COC substrates. The method relies on a 3 min solvent immersion and subsequent drying process which turns the surface of the COC tacky. Such “tacky COC” lids can be used as a biocompatible bonding technique for microfluidic chips made in COC.

Results

We used TOPAS 8007S-04 COC films with a thickness of 130 μm for bonding experiments. Our liquid solvent bonding technique is based on the following steps (see Fig. 1): the COC lid is cleaned with 2-propanol and dried with compressed air. For the coating step we placed three layers of filter paper (Carl Schleicher & Schüll no. 589/3) in a glass Petri dish. The filter paper is soaked with the desired mixture of solvents. In the “coating” step, the COC lid is placed on the soaked paper for 1 min. After coating the COC film is cleaned using acetone and dried with compressed air turning the surface tacky. The tacky lid is then pressed onto the COC substrate with a force of 90 N for 30 s. It is possible to use the tacky lid for up to 10 min after drying.

COC dissolves preferably in non-polar organic solvents such as hydrocarbons, while it is resistant to polar organic solvents like acetone. Hydrocarbons like cyclohexane readily penetrate into the COC polymer, causing it to swell by spacing the polymeric chains thus turning the surface “tacky” until all solvent has evaporated. In the tacky state COC substrates can be pressed together to form a stable bond due to residual solvent penetrating into the non-tacky COC surface and jamming of the solvent-spaced polymer chains. To determine the optimum bonding conditions, we first characterized the influence of the solvent mixture on the transparency of the bond. For this test we bonded two pieces of COC film (2 cm × 2 cm) with different mixtures of cyclohexane, toluene and n-hexane. We measured the UV/Vis transmittance of the bonded substrates, some of which are shown in Fig. 2. Neat hydrocarbons such as cyclohexane penetrate deeply into the COC network. Over time the solvent is released causing the formation of bubbles at the bonding interface (see Fig. 3).

Dilution of hydrocarbons with a non-penetrating polar solvent prevents the excessive absorption of solvent thus leading to less or no bubble formation. The bond with cyclohexane showed the best optical transmission at 405 nm, a wavelength especially relevant for the detection of enzyme activity.

Fig. 1 Bonding of a COC lid to a bio-functionalized COC substrate using the “tacky COC” technique. (a-b) Rendering the COC surface tacky by placing the COC film on a cyclohexane/acetone soaked filter paper for 1 min. (c-d) Bonding of tacky COC onto a COC lid with immobilized proteins on the surface by pressing the tacky COC onto the functionalized substrate for 30 s.

Fig. 2 Optical transmission of COC substrates before (COC untreated) and after bonding with different solvents or solvent mixtures.

Fig. 3 Influence of the solvent on solvent bonding results. With pure solvents (left: cyclohexane) the formation of bubbles is observed, whilst optical clarity can be achieved by bonding with appropriate solvent mixtures (right: 35% cyclohexane in acetone).
in an horseradish peroxidase (HRP) enzyme assay. Therefore we decided to dilute cyclohexane (hydrocarbon) with acetone (polar solvent) to reduce the solubility of COC and prevent bubble formation between the COC sheets while maintaining high optical clarity. For a summary of the achieved bonds and their characterization see Table 1. We found 35 vol% cyclohexane in acetone to give the best results with transmissions of 77% at 250 nm compared to 80% in untreated COC and transmission of 89% at 405 nm compared to 90% in untreated COC (see Fig. 2).

The bond strength of the 35 vol% cyclohexane/acetone bond was characterised with a burst pressure test. COC film (1 cm × 1 cm) was bonded onto a 3 mm COC plate with a hole for the compressed air line connection (see Fig. 4). After overnight storage at room temperature, air of increasing pressure was applied to the bonded sheets. At a maximum pressure of 744 kPa the COC/COC bond showed no leakage which is sufficient for all standard microfluidic applications.

For the immobilization of biomolecules on COC we created patterns of biotin using a lithographic method that has been previously described.22 Briefly, the COC substrates were coated with BSA (bovine serum albumin) by immersion in 3 wt% BSA in PBS (phosphate buffered saline), washed and dried in a stream of nitrogen. Photo-immobilization of biotin was achieved by applying 80 μM fluorescein-5-biotin (F5B) in PBS onto the BSA coating and exposing the surface to light (490 nm). This induced radical formation due to photo-bleaching of fluorescein thus resulting in a covalent attachment of F5B on the BSA layer. As opposed to μCP immobilization of biomolecules in microfluidic channels can be executed inside already sealed channels. We found however, that washing steps are greatly facilitated in open channel structures leading to biotin patterns of significantly enhanced quality (see Fig. 5). Combined with a biocompatible bonding method, we found this approach superior to exposure and washing inside sealed channels.

To prove the biocompatibility of our bonding technique, we immobilized streptavidin-labelled horseradish peroxidase (R&D Systems) by incubating a biotin-covered channel with 1:200 dilute enzyme solution in PBS for 60 min. The channel was rinsed with deionised water, washed three times in 10 mL PBS (for HRP) for 5 min each and once with deionised water and dried under a flow of nitrogen. Channels were sealed by the tacky COC method and the activities of the HRP inside the channels was tested by using an enzyme substrate that produce colours upon conversion: the channel was incubated with 10 μL 2,2′-azino-bis(3-ethylbenz-thiazoline-6-sulphonic acid) (ABTS) reaction solution consisting of 1 mL of 1 mg mL⁻¹ ABTS in acetate buffer (25 mM acetic acid, 4.45 mM sodium acetate pH 4.0) mixed with 100 μL 0.01% hydrogen peroxide. After 60 min a green colour had developed inside the channel indicating an active enzyme (see Fig. 6 inset). For comparison equivalently coated HRP channels were sealed by thermal fusion bonding at 103 °C for 30 min with a force of 18.6 N and incubated with ABTS reaction solution. Substrate conversion in channels bonded by the tacky COC method and those bonded by thermal fusion were quantified by measuring the absorption at 405 nm (see Fig. 6). A significantly lower amount of substrate was processed inside the channels bonded by thermal fusion indicating an inactive enzyme due to heat denaturation.

To ensure a wider applicability of the method, we also tested for microstructure deformation upon bonding. We bonded a tacky wall and lid structure onto a hot embossed COC microstructure. After removal of the lid REM images of the microstructure were taken. As shown in Fig. 7 the structures were not affected by the bonding process making it applicable for structured as well as patterned channel surfaces.

Table 1 Overview of tacky COC bonding tests with different cyclohexane/acetone mixtures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vol% of cyclohexane in acetone</th>
<th>Bond</th>
<th>Optical properties</th>
<th>Transmittance [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>No‡</td>
<td>Clear</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>No‡</td>
<td>Clear</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Clear</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Bubble formation</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Bubble formation</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Bubble formation</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

‡ No tacky layer is formed. It was not possible to bond the tacky COC with another COC sheet. A tacky layer is formed and bonding is possible. However, the bond formed was weak and the substrates could easily be removed with tweezers. Because no stable bond had formed, no transmittance measurement was carried out.

Fig. 4 Schematic of the burst pressure test. The COC sheet (1 cm × 1 cm) has a thickness of 130 μm and the COC plate has a thickness of 3 mm.
Conclusion
The tacky COC bonding method is a fast and simple bonding technique for COC and unlike other state-of-the-art techniques requires no additional equipment like hot plates or hydraulic presses, high temperature or UV exposure steps. The bonded substrates possess optical clarity close to untreated COC. The bonding method is biocompatible and can be used to seal sensitive substrates such as protein-coated COC channels without the loss of enzyme activity. Due to the exposure of only the channel lid structures microstructure deformation is not an issue.
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